UVAC NATURE RESERVE

Explore the non-touched nature of Special Reserve of Nature Uvac and enjoy the most beautiful view
ever!
Pickup at 6 am at hotel and transfer to the Special Reserve of Nature Uvac, 250 km from Belgrade. It is
considered the most beautiful nature attraction in Serbia. Since it is not frequently visited by tourists, this
peaceful reserve with non-touched nature is a perfect place to find inner peace. Cruising along the Uvac
lake for 4-5 hours (with several breaks) and learning about protected species of this area. The first short
break for watching Griffon's nests. It is the most significant among protected species in the reserve. With
its 3 meter wingspan, it is considered the biggest bird in our country. Watching these magnificent birds
flying around during the cruise is unforgettable experiencefor every visitor. The second break is at the
beginning of hiking trail to the viewpoint with spectacular view to the Uvac meanders. Climbing up the hill
lasts approximately 30 minutes and hiking shoes are recommended. After a break for taking photos at
viewpoint, climbing-down and embarking the boat again. Boat ride continues to the Ledena (Ice) cave, that
is the part of the longest cave system in Serbia. After walking through the cave and enjoying its beauty,
embarking on the boat and return to the starting point. Lunch break. Arrival to Belgrade late in the
evening.

Price: 11900 RSD per person
Departures: everyday on request

The price includes:
-

Transfer by car/minivan/bus (according to the number of passengers)
Pickup and drop-off at accommodation in Belgrade
Services of an English speaking tour guide
Entrance to Special Reserve of Uvac with boat ticket

Not included:
-

personal expenses
lunch and drinks

Duration : 15 + hours
Payment method:
-

PAYMENT IS IN SERBIAN DINARS (RSD)
100% in the agency, at least 24 h before tour departure
cards available: VISA, MAESTRO, MASTER CARD and DINA CARD

Special notes:
-

Agency keeps the right to change the program due to unforeseen circumstances (traffic, bad
weather conditions, site closed for visits due to national holidays, reconstructions or similar)
Agency is not responsible for personal belongings of tourists
Tourists are informed about guide’s contact number one day before the tour via e-mail

Minimum for organizing the tour: 2 persons

Kompas Doo Beograd sells as a partner Agency Balkan Travel Centar d.o.o
By booking this service you agree with Balkan Travel Centar d.o.o. General Terms and Conditions
License APR registry of tourism categories OTP 96/2016

Pricelist valid from 03.01.2018.

